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TOP CATS - Illinois is a group of motorcycle enthusiasts with similar interests. Membership must consist of 
responsible leaders, Presidents, Chairman, Owners, Proprietors, Kings, Queens, Partners, Principals, CEOs & other 

"TOP CATS" of large, medium and small organizations, institutions, companies and /or countries.. 

BIKERS WHO MEAN BUSINESS! 

he meeting held on August first 
had 6 members and 3 guests in attendance. 
Probably one of our smallest meetings. 
This was also probably one of our most 
intense discussions regarding the future of 
Top Cats. Many ideas and great thoughts 
came from this small group of thinkers. 

Effective immediately we have"an 
incentive plan in process for any member . .4 
that brings in a new dues paying meinbr. 
You will receive one of Slick's new 
leather Topf-at patches, compliments of 
Top Cats. Also, a record is being 
maintained as to who brings in the most 
members. 

In addition, we are trying to encourage 
Top Cats to do business with other Top 
Cats. At least think about having a Top 
Cat give you a quote before running out 
and buying whatever it is from a stranger. 
However, this is a small problem because 
not everyone knows what every other Top 
Cat does for a living. So, it has been 
suggested that we have a more 
comprehensive membership directory 
containing (in 25 words ocailess) 
description of your occupation" If you 

ould like to get business from Top Cats, 

be sure to send me this short description 
of what you do fora living and I will 
create the directory. Please give this 
your immediate attention as I would like 
to have the project completed before our 
October meeting. If it's convenient, bring 
it to the next meeting. 

Jordy, was suppose to have the By-
laws and the mission statement finished 
for us at the meeting, however, he ran 
into some technical difficulties and said 
that he should have them for the next 
meeting. 

Mow-Man was unable to be at the 
meeting, although his wife Ilene, 
telephoned during the meeting and gave 
his status report on the group tour which 
was scheduled for August 19th. 
Everything was going according to plan 
and we expected to be pulling out of 
Farmans at 9:30 AM heading to Kettle 
Moraine State Forest in Wisconsin. See 
"The Group Tour" feature inside on page 
7. 

Formerly Farmans is now really 
Formerly Formerly Farmans....They 
closed the place down! However, as you 
will see on the other side of this page, we 
now have a new meeting site. Eight of 
our members live in Barrington, so that's  

the new geography. The restaurant is a 
"Fine Dining" kinda fancy place. But, 
what the hell, you are a TOP CAT and 
deserve nothing less. The MatreD, Diane 
and the entire staff are very friendly and 
are anxiously looking forward to serving 
us. They have allocated a special room 
"The Solarium" along with an exclusive 
limited menu just for us (not everyone 
wants to eat pheasant under glass). And 
if you want to attend the meeting but have 
no desire to eat, that's OK too. Please 
don't be intimidated with this fancy place. 
Biker apparel is encouraged for our 
group. When you show up, just say 
you're there for the TOP CATS meeting. 

These people are going out of their 
way to accommodate us, let's show 
support and have a great turn out for the 
next meeting. It's important to solidify 
our new relationship before we can call 
this great place our new home. We really 
hope you give our meeting on the first 
Tuesday Night of the month, a high 
priority on your list of high priorities. 

Remember, our next meeting is Sept. 
5, and we will be making some decisions 
on who our Officers and Directors are 
going to be, so be there, it's really an 

important one. 	Virgo 

)/z.1 tso 



TOP CATS - ILLINOIS 
618 S. Northwest Highway - # 218 

Barrington, Illinois 60010 

 

SE-Mail: TopCatsUSA@aol.comI  

 

Roe: 108-38 1 •2187 Fax: 708-381.095 

THE 	LS OF BARRINGTON 
1415 SOUTH BARRINGTON ROAD 

BARRINGTON, IL (phone: 708-381-8585) . 

7 mile north of Dundee Rd.(rt.68) on the east side of Barrington Road. 
Usually people start showing up around 6:30 PM to place their food orders and to mingle, the 

meeting starts promptly at 7:00 PM. 

NEXT MEETING WILL BE ON TUESDAY itt 
MAY 5. 1995 

Remember TOP CATS meet the TOP TUESDAY of EACH month. 

NEW 11/IJEETINGr. LOCATION 

Articles & Graphics are encouraged, but the opinions expressed in this newsletter, as well as 
the graphics, are the sole responsibility of their creators and do not necessarily reflect the 
views and opinions of TOP CATS - ILLINOIS. 

ADVISORY BOARD: 
Rob "MOW-MAN" Mann, Activities Chairman 

To include all special events, Holidays, Picnic, 
Poker Runs, Monthly meeting programs, etc. 

Jerry "CURMUDGEON"  Kelk, Membership Chair. 
To maintain the scorecard on the number of 
Associate members and to answer questions 
regarding membership qualifications. To acquire 
and to renew expired members. 

John "PA PAZ"  Peace, Communications Chair. 
Public Relations, Advertising, Newsletter, Special 
mailings, Safety Tips, etc. 

Richard "ANGEL"Moore,Pdts & Benefits CoChair. 
Richard "SLICK"Greene,Pdts & Benefits CoChair. 

Patches, Pins, Flags, Buckles, Hats, T-Shirts, 
Insurance Towing, Discounts, Subscriptions, etc. 

Carl "VIRGO"  Bender, Founder & Top Cat 

Top Cat member, Hook, shows us we need a 
new meeting place. (see story on front page) 
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MY TRIP TO STURGIS B, vt, 

For those of you that have no idea what 
Sturgis is about, all I can say is for the last 
fifty-five years, motorcycle enthusiasts from 
literally all over the world converge on a small 
town in South Dakota called "Sturgis" and 
party for an entire week. Most of these bikers 
are Harley owners but many are not. Some 
people trailer their bike in, while others ship 
their bike and fly themselves in. Most, 
probably do what I did, and that is ride it all the 
way there and back. 

While in that part of the country one can 
find many things to do other than the Rally and 
Races in Sturgis. To name a few, Wall Drug, 
Dakota Badlands, Mount Rushmore, Crazy 
Horse Mountain, The gambling city of 
Deadwood, where Wild Bill Hickok made aces 
and eights infamous as the dead mans hand. 

Custer state park, Needles highway and 
Devils Tower. 

I left early Wednesday morning from 
Northwest Highway and Lake Cook Road in 
Barrington and stayed on Northwest Highway 
(Rt.14) the entire way to arrive in Sturgis on 
Friday morning. The 1,104 miles includes 
some of the sightseeing I did along the way 
and the cruising through some small towns. 

While there I met up with Mow-Man and 
his wife and we did some of the 
aforementioned tourist attractions together. I 
put about 520 additional miles on my bike 
touring around the Sturgis area and riding 
back and forth from Rapid City to Sturgis (no 
rooms available in Sturgis). 

I ran into about 75 miles of rain on the 
way there and my right pipe broke in half  

eight miles out of Sturgis, so I spent almost an 
entire morning finding someone to weld it 
back together, and a tourist in a cage stopped 
in front of me on the canyon drive to take 
pictures and I had to veer into the gravel to 
avoid him and of course the gravel took me 
down, but it was all worth it...see photos on 
next two pages and you'll agree there is no 
better place on earth to people watch....my 
second favorite pastime. —>—>—>—> -+ 
I left for home on Thursday early in the 
morning and arrived in Barrington on Saturday 
about noon. The trip back wasn't as 
interesting as I was kinda homesick and 
wanted to do less sightseeing so the miles back 
were only 904. So for the whole trip I put 
2,529 miles on my bike and had a great 
time. 
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DESPERATELY 
SEEKING RUGER 
Compiled by: Chris Kallfelz 

REPRINTED FROM: AMERICAN 
MOTORCYCLIST MAGAZINE - Sept. '95 

Bill Ruger, where are you? 
We may have to resort to organizing 

a search party to locate the head of 
Sturm, Ruger and Company. We know 
he must be lost, because he promised to meet with us several weeks 
ago, and since then we've been unable to reach him by phone or by 
mail. 

Ruger became a household name among AMA members last 
year when his gun manufacturing company started discriminating 
against its motorcycle-riding employees. No employee would be 
covered for injuries resulting from a motorcycle accident, the 
company decreed, unless the employee was wearing a helmet and 
eye protection at the time of the crash. This, in spite of the fact that 
New Hampshire, Arizona and Connecticut, the three states where 
Ruger is based, don't have helmet laws covering adult 
motorcyclists. 

Of course, car-driving Ruger employees aren't burdened with 
similar restrictions. They can drive without wearing seat belts and 
still qualify for health-care coverage. They can even do something 
illegal and irresponsible, like drinking and driving, without losing 
their health insurance. Only motorcyclists have been singled out. 

That policy drove a wedge between Ruger and many 
motorcyclists. And now, company President Bill Ruger Jr., himself 
a motorcyclist, is allowing the situation to deteriorate even further. 

After we were given assurances that he would sit down with us 
to discuss our concerns face-to-face, Ruger apparently has decided 
to stonewall us. All of the AMA's attempts to contact him and 
schedule a meeting have fallen on deaf ears. The promise of a face-
to-face meeting seemed to be a real breakthrough in this 
controversy, which has now lasted a full year. After we reported 
what was going on at Ruger last year, a large number of AMA 
members who are also gun owners wrote to say that they would not 
purchase Ruger weapons until the company reinstates health-care 
benefits for all motorcyclists. Many of them noted that it seemed 
particularly strange for a gun manufacturer to discriminate against 
employees' lifestyle choices on the basis of perceived risk. Some 
even sent their Ruger guns back to the company in protest. 

Early this year, the issue entered a new phase when the Riding 
Ruger campaign was started by a group of activist motorcyclists, 
including AMA Trustee Rick Gray. The idea was to encourage 
motorcyclists to buy shares of Ruger stock and then protest this 
policy at the company's annual stockholders meeting in late April. 

Gray and Robert Rasor, AMA vice president of government 
relations, purchased stock and attended the meeting to voice our 
concerns about the company policy. Shortly before the start of the 
meeting, they approached Stephen Sanetti, vice president and 
general counsel of Ruger. Sanetti said Ruger was willing to meet 
with Rasor in the near future to discuss the health insurance issue. 
Rasor publicly thanked Ruger for his commitment to discuss the  

issue. 
On May 8, Rasor called Sanetti 

and proposed a meeting date during 
the week of June 5. Sanetti said he 
would try to firm up a date at 
Ruger's convenience during that 
week. Rasor followed up his phone 

call with a letter to Sanetti on May 15. 
Sanetti responded in a letter dated May 30, stating, "I 

immediately passed your request on to William B. Ruger Jr. on 
May 8. He indicated he would get back to you regarding dates. To 
expedite this, please contact William B. Ruger Jr. directly. Many 
thanks for your courtesies and cooperation." 

Since then, Rasor has attempted to do exactly what Sanetti 
suggested. He called Ruger on June 5, 6 and 7. Each time, the 
company president was unavailable. So Rasor wrote Ruger a letter 
on the 9th and waited for a response. On the 22nd, Rasor called 
Ruger again. 

As this story is being written, the date is early July, a full month 
after the meeting was supposed to be held. So far, Ruger has failed 
to respond with either a telephone call or a letter. And the 
"courtesies and cooperation" Sanetti noted in his letter are starting 
to wear thin. 

We have conducted our business with Sturm, Ruger and-
Company in a non-confrontational manner," says Rasor. "That 
approach appears to have gotten us a string of promises, but no 
action whatsoever. It is now time to rethink our tactics. 

"The Riding Ruger campaign," Rasor adds, "is already 
preparing for the 1996 stockholders meeting. While we maintained 
a low profile at the last meeting, we may have to take a more active 
stance to make certain that our concerns are addressed." 
What can you do? The first step is to buy a Share of Ruger stock, 
which is currently trading on the New York stock Exchange for 
approximately $30. It is important that your name appears as the 
stockholder of record. This will insure that you can assign your 
voting rights to another motorcyclist if you are unable to attend the 
next shareholders meeting. 

Then, address a letter to William B. Ruger Jr., President, Sturm, 
Ruger and Company, Lacey Place, Southport, CT 06490. Tell him 
that as a stockholder, you're concerned about the direction your 
company is taking. And add that you're disappointed at his failure 
to live up to the commitment he made to meet with the AMA. 

Next, contact the AMA's Government Relations Department at 
(614) 891-2425, or write to the department at: 33 Collegeview 
Road, Westerville, OH 43081-1484. We are taking several steps 
now to prepare for next year's company meeting, and will use your 
letters to build an activist mailing list of AMA members who are 
Ruger stockholders. 

"Our approach to the 1996 meeting," promises Rasor, "will 
have a decidedly different tone than the last one We want 
Ruger to know there are too many of us to ignore." 



Well wishers at our departure point, that 
couldn't make the trip but wanted to see 

us off anyway 

New car rule: 
HEAD PROTECTION 
By Jayne O'Donnell 
and James R. Heale 
USA TODAY 
(reprinted from 8-16-95) 

WASHINGTON - Auto-
Makets are mulling minia 
ture overhead air bags, ex-
otic materials and plain old 
padding to meet a govern-
ment requirement that car 
and truck interiors prevent 
more head injuries. 

Federal safety officials 
are to announce the rule to-
day, saying it could save 
1,200 lives a year - triple 
the number being saved by 
steering wheel and dash-
board air bags. 

The regulation applies to 
cars and light trucks, and 
will be phased in starting 
late in 1998 for '99 models. 
All passenger vehicles 
must have the crash-friend-
ly interiors by Sept. 1, 2002. 

"This is as close as a reg. 
ulation has come in some 
time to redefining the ar-
chitecture of the car. You 
can't just put a big pillow up 
there,"says Vann Wilber, 
safety director for the 
American Automobile 
Manufacturers Associa-
tion. "You have to go in and 
Change how the steel of the 

car bends and distributes 
loads. There's no one obvi-
ous way to do this." 

The head-protection 
rule, to be announced by 
the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration, 
is meant to reduce injuries 
that conventional air bags 
don't. 

"Bones heal, brains 
don't" says NHTSA head 
Ricardo Martinez, an 
emergency room physi-
cian. He expects the rule to 
add an average $44 to the 
price of a new car or truck: 
"You get a batting helmet 
for the price of floor mats." 

It is a significant first 
that the rule applies equal-
ly and simultaneously to 
cars and light trucks, a cat-
egory that consists of vans, 
sport-utility vehicles and 
pickups. NHTSA rules have 
applied to cars first then to 
trucks - often years later. 
Safety activists argue 
that light trucks and cars 
have become interchange-
able and should meet the 
same safety standards. 
NHT'SA agrees, and will 
apply safety rules equally 
to cars and trucks firom 
now on. 
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For those of you that wonder what happened,  well 
we had our group tour last Saturday, we left from 
Formerly Farmans and rode to Kettle Moraine State 
Forest in Wisconsin. We had a small group of only a 
half a dozen bikes. However, we sure had a lot of fun 
making the almost 180 mile round trip. 

For those of you that watch things happen,  If you 
don't like to get wet, be happy that you didn't go for 
the ride. We encountered rain for the largest part of 
the trip there. Of course, we all felt that the rain added 
a lot of character to our trip and it sure cooled down 
the temperature. I'll bet a lot of members didn't show 
up because of the heat forecast and it wasn't even hot, 
(well, maybe a little warm with our rainsuits on). 

For those of you that make things happen,  Thanks 
for making the trip with us, we cruised some small 
towns, stopped at various spots to include Kelly's in 
Richmond, Old World Wisconsin, and a small forest 
bike shop and cafe where we spent an hour. We got 
to know one another a little better and I'm looking 
forward to the next trip. I hope more of you can enjoy 
our next group tour. Nice job, Road Captain "Mow-
Man", (see photos below and on the next page). 

WELL WISHERS ALONG THE WAY 

THE GROUP 7 701111 
THOSE Of YOU IN BUSINESS KNOW THAT THERE APE THREE 
SPECIFIC TYPES OF PEOPLE: 

1st: The Person that makes things 
happen. 

2nd: The Person that watches things 
happen. 

3rd: The Person that wonders what 
happened. 
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Reprinted from the October 1995 issue of Easyriders magazine. The World's Largest -Selling Motorcycle Magazine 

SNOWE-CAMPBELL WINS! 
SENATE VOTES TO REPEAL HELMET LAW 

On June 21, 1995, after eight hours of 
debate on the Section 153 penalties, 
the U.S. Senate passed the Snowe-
Campbell Amendment to the National 
Highway System Designation Act of 
1995. S.440. Final approval of 
Amendment 1442, which repeals the 
Section 153 penalties on states without 
helmet laws, was by voice vote. 
However, there were three roll call 
votes prior to voice vote. 

On Tuesday, June 20, Senator Bob 
Smith (R-NH) offered an amendment 
to S.440 which would have repealed 
the Section 153 penalties for not 
having both motorcycle helmet and 
sutomobile seat belt laws. The Smith 
Amendment was cosponsored by 
Senators Judd Gregg (R-NH), Olympia 
Snowe (R-ME), Ben Nighthorse 
Campbell (R-CO). Dirk Kempthorne 
(R-ID), Craig Thomas (R-WY), and 
Hank Brown (R-CO). During the more 
than three hours of debate on the 
amendment Senators Smith, Campbell, 
Snowe, Gregg, Thomas, and Russ 
Feingold (D-WI) spoke strongly in 
favor of the amendment. 

Senators William Cohen (R-ME) 
and Max Baucus (D-MT) spoke in 
favor of states' rights, but indicated 
they would prefer the mandates be 
lifted for only the helmet law. The 
vocal opposition to the amendment 
came from Senators John Chafee (R-
RI), John Warner (R-VA), Mike 
DeWine (R-OH) and Frank 
Lautenberg (D-NJ). When debate 
closed, the Smith Amendment was 
defeated on a vote of 45 to 52. Shortly 
after that, the Senate adjourned for the 
evening. 

When the Senate resumed 
consideration of S.440 on Wednesday, 
June 21, Senators Snowe and 
Campbell offered their amendment to 
repeal the federal penalties on states 
without helmet laws. The Snowe-
Campbell Amendment was 
cosponsored by Senators Carol 

Moseley Braun (D-IL), Smith, 
Feingold, Herb Kohl (D-WI), 
Kempthorne, Gregg, Paul Wellstone 
(D-MN), Brown, Larry Pressler (R-
SD), Cohen, and Thomas. Over the 
next five hours the debate raged, with 
Senator Chafee fighting the repeal. 

The bill 
removes the 
penalties for 

states that do 
not currently 

have a helmet 
law 

There was a heated debate on the 
Snowe-Campbell Amendment for 
about three hours. In addition to 
Snowe and Campbell, Seantors 
Moseley Braun, Pressler, Baucus, and 
Wellstone spoke in favor of the 
amendment. Sen. Chaff could find no 
allies during this debate and was the 
only senator to speak against the 
Snowe-Campbell Amendment. Trying 
to kill the Snowe-Campbell 
Amendment, Chafee offered a motion 
to table the amendment, which was 
defeated on a roll call vote of 64 to 36. 
Following that vote, debate on the 
Snowe-Campbell Amendment 
continued and became more heated. 
Senators Chafee and Kay Bailey 
Hutchison (R-TX) offered an 
amendment that would have denied 
federal funds being used to provide 
medical care to motorcyclists riding 
without a helmet if their state did not 
have a helmet law. This menacing 

legislation would have denied federal 
benefits to motorcyclists who obey the 
law. 

For two hours, there was a very 
contentious and bitter debate of the 
Chafee-Hutchison Amendment, which 
Senator Lautenberg also cosposnsored. 
Senators Warner, Baucus, Campbell, 
and Snowe stepped forward to defend 
motorcyclists from this discriminatory 
legislation. Senator Warner expressed 
his outrage that this amendment was 
just a move to undermine the fair 
debate and vote that had just taken 
place. 

Though Senators Chafee and 
Hutchison had very negative things to 
say about motorcyclists, it was Senator 
Lautenberg who stepped over the line, 
implying that all motorcyclists are evil 
criminals by saying, "Well, you want 
the states to pay for miscreants? You 
want States to pay for the deeds that 
they commit that cost government 
money?" 

When debate closed, the Chafee-
Hutchison Amendment was defeated 
on a vote of 60 to 39. With the Chafee-
Hutchison Amendment disposed of, 
the Snowe-Campbell Amendment was 
approved by the U.S. Senate on a voice 
vote. That vote incorporates the repeal 
of the federal Section 153 penalties on 
states without helmet laws into the 
National Highway System Designation 
Act, S.440. 

The bill removes the penalties for 
states that do not currently have a 
helmet law. Before, states could 
receive harsh penalties for not 
complying; in California alone, the 
state could have faced a penalty up to 
$27 million. 

Final passage of S.440 occurred 
late in the evening of June 21, 1995. 
As of the Eassyriders publishing date, 
the bill still had to go to the House of 
Representatives for concurrence. 

—Motorcycle Riders Foundation 
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LABOR DAY 
BLOWOUT 

Saturday, Se ember 9, 19 95 

Hot Legs Contest---,. 
pp  

670 Northwest Highway 
Arlington Heights, IL 708 259-0159 
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REPRINTED FROM AMERICAN MOTORCYCLIST 
MAGAZINE 

MY SERMON 
by: Ed Youngblood 

Nt long ago, the woman who heads 
the board of trustees of my church asked 
me to fill a vacant seat on the board. I 
asked her why she was approaching me, 
and she ticked off two or three reasons that 
seemed to make sense. Then she added, 
"And you ride a motorcycle." 

There was a hint of a smile on her face, 
but she seemed to be serious. 

The very next day I had a message on 
my answering machine from the associate 
minister who said, "Ed, we're putting 
together a service where a few members of 
the congregation will talk about their own 
spirituality. I wonder if you would tell us 
about motorcycling as your spiritual 
experience?" 

"What's with these people?" I 
wondered. "Why can't they leave me and 
my motorcycling in peace?" 

But then it struck me that this might be 
a great opportunity. Where better to tell 
people about motorcycling than from the 
pulpit? After all, they'll probably be too 
polite to get up and walk out. 

So here's the sermon I delivered to my 
captive audience: 

Good morning. I've been riding a 
motorcycle for 36 years. When I was asked 
to describe motorcycling as a spiritual 
experience, it forced me to step back and 
consider why I ride. Here are some of the 
conclusions I came to. 

First, my motorcycle makes me better 
at many things I don't do well or with ease. 
For instance, I am not a very outgoing 
person, but I find that I am repeatedly 
approached by total strangers who want 
to ask me about my motorcycle. It happens 
at service stations, rest stops and 
restaurants. The questions they ask are 
often about the bike I ride, but I think they 
are really asking me to describe the 
freedom, joy and excitement it gives me. 

Sometimes I try to do that, and we 
share something really important for a 
couple of minutes. We're able to share 
those feeling in part because we know 
we'll never see each other again. Those 

can be life's best relationships. In that 
way, my motorcycle creates community. 

I also happen to have a terrible 
singing voice. My range makes Johnny 
Cash sound like Povarotti. I've spent a 
lot of my life protecting humanity from 
my singing voice. But when I'm riding 
along at 65 miles per hour, my face 
totally hidden inside my full-coverage 
helmet, I can sing as long and loud as I 
like. 

Usually, I sing stuff about the road: 
'This Land is Your Land' or 'Look Down 
That Long Lonesome Road.' Sometimes 
I sing 'Born To Be Wild.' I've sung until 
my ears hurt. I once sang across a 
whole state. 

I'm not a good dancer, either. I've 
been told that when I dance I look like a 
tippy toy with a flat spot. But on my 
bike, I can swing and sway and achieve 
beautiful movement limited only by 
gravity, inertia and the friction of my 
tires on the road. 

I have friends who often remind me 
of the terrible things riding a 
motorcycle might do to my body. I'm not 
blind to this, but I weigh it against the 
amazing healing it can bring to my 
mind. A motorcycle helps keep me sane 
for the same reason that it frightens 
others. 

I firmly believe that our spirits will 
shrivel up like old raisins unless we 
willfully face risk in our lives. Each 
person must decide what an acceptable 
level of risk is. For some, it is riding 
motorcycles. For others, it is pushing 
the bid in a game of cards. But for each 
of us, it is terribly important and  

necessary to making life worth living. 
I guess the main reason I love 

motorcycling, though, is that I believe it 
puts me more directly in touch with 
miracles. I believe we confront miracles 
every day, but we usually ignore them. 

For example, there is a mile-long 
tunnel on Interstate 77 that is right on 
the Virginia West Virginia state line. 
Once, while traveling south, I entered 
this tunnel on a gray, cold, drizzly day 
in West Virginia. It was the kind of 
damp cold that soaks right through 
your skin and settles somewhere near 
the base of your spine. 

I took refuge in the warmth of the 
tunnel as I listened to my motor rumble 
against the walls. I focused on the spot 
of light ahead that marked my dreaded 
re-entry into the cold, damp world. 

When I burst out, the sun was 
shining. it was springtime in Virginia. If 
I had been in a car I would have 
thought, "Oh, how nice The sun is 
shining." But I was on a motorcycle. I 
could feel the sunlight. I inhaled the 
palpably warmer and dryer air. I could 
smell a fresh aroma arising from the 
earth. 

At that moment I learned what 
springtime feels like. It felt like a 
miracle. 

In closing my sermonette, I want to 
encourage those of you who drive cars 
to have compassion for us. Please don't 
judge our insides by our outsides. We're 
seeking the same things you are: joy, 
satisfaction, discovery, serenity, 
salvation, peace and mindfulness. Some 
of us choose to seek it in places of 
worship like this. Some of us also 
choose to seek it on the highway. 

I guess I was a hit. One woman 
came to me in tears and said she would 
never again bug her husband about his 
motorcycle. Several men and women 
asked me where they could pursue rider 
education. 

I don't know if I made any true 
converts, but I think there are at least a 
few members of my congregation who 
are more open-minded about 
motorcycling now. 

End of sermon. I'm going riding. 
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